
“Kristina’s enthusiasm is contagious—made me 
excited about writing again!” S. Shagena

“Everything was totally relevant, practical, & ready to 
implement. Exactly what teachers need!” S. Hollstegge

“Kristina has shown me how to ‘jump in’ and use what 
I know about 6 Traits! I’m ready to jump in with two 
feet!” D. Erickson

“The best part of this workshop was by far the 4-6 week 
planning guide. I am so excited to teach writing because 
I already have the first month planned out. I know I will 
teach it because it’s all ready to go!” L. Howard

“Hands down the most beneficial writing workshop I have 
ever attended. I am excited to go back and implement 
many of the shared ideas. I want more!” S. Bamford

“This was an awesome workshop! Kristina is not 
only informative, but she was hilarious! She held my 
attention and I was sad when the day was over. I am 
so excited to start the year already having 30 days 
planned! Great job!” H. Pace

“Thank you! So impressed that you cover the K-12 grade 
span with such convincing expertise! Awesome!” C. Hume

“I love how we came out of the workshop with an 
action plan!” D. McKee

“It was a great day that went so fast! I am exhilerated 
rather than exhausted.” J. Connaughton

“Kristina’s way of presenting information is definitely a 
shot in the arm. I already have writing plans for the 1st 
six weeks of school! Awesome!” A. Allen

“It’s so practical!” J. Watson

“I am excited about teaching writing this year because 
of what I have learned in this workshop!” S. Hensley

“The entire conference went very quickly! It was 
delightful to finally identify with a style/process 
of teaching writing that fits what I’ve felt all along 
as an educator. It’s great to have the research and 
professional support to truly teach writing!” B. Nowlin

“Leaving with a plan!” P. Speck

“I was pleasantly surprised that this workshop gave 
real strategies, planning, & scheduling. So many 
workshops and conferences promise strategies but 
don’t follow through. They spend far too much time on 
depressing statistics without giving any new tools or 
ideas to help improve those statistics.” J. Gibson

“Kristina’s energy, enthusiasm, and ideas are 
unparalleled. I’m so glad I attended.” S. Santelland

“Last year as a 1st year teacher, I was petrified of teaching 
writing. Now I feel like I have the knowledge, resources, 
and tools to teach writing effectively.” E. Williams

“I loved that strategies were given that would work ‘in 
the classroom’, not just theory.” J. Ledford

“I am a librarian. This year, I have to teach a semester-
long writing class to 8th grade. I had no idea what to 
do, where to begin. This has been a tremendous help. 
Thank-you!” J. Howell

Fabulous day! Loved how 

knowledgeable, confident, and 

entertaining Kristina was! A true teacher 

workshop that allowed us time to create 

lessons for our classroom!” K. Whitesides
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